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Abstract
We propose a multi-scale elastic graph matching (MS-EGM) algorithm for face detection, in which the conventional
EGM is improved with two simple image processing techniques of the Gabor wavelet-based pyramid and the weak
Gabor feature elimination. It is expected to solve difficulties of the real-time process in the conventional EGM. The
Gabor wavelet-based pyramid effectively reduces not only the computational cost of the Gabor filtering but also the
computational complexity of feature representation of a model face, preserving the facial information. The elimination
of the weak Gabor feature extracted from an input image facilitates an accuracy of the Gabor feature similarity
computations as unexpected. We then test that the MS-EGM can be capable of rapid face detection processing while
achieving a high correct detection rate, comparable to the AdaBoost Haar-like (HL) feature cascade. We also show that
the MS-EGM has strong robustness to the image of a face occluded with sunglasses and scarfs because of
topologically preserved feature representations.
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1 Review
1.1 Introduction
Face detection is of importance in various research fields
for computer vision technology. For example, in a security
system, it is an important preprocessing for identifying
or tracking moving persons on an image, taken with a
surveillance camera in public places. It may also often be
used for acquiring information about a person in order to
make more sophisticated dialogs between persons and life
support robots [1].
As referred to [2,3], many different types of face detec-
tion algorithms have so far been suggested and developed
progressively toward practical applications in industry.
The algorithms are often classified into some approaches
such as the knowledge-based [4], the feature-based [5,6],
and so forth. In particular, for the feature-based approach,
finding faces using random labeled graph matching has
been well known [6]. Finding correct geometric arrange-
ment of features for a face, the position of the face is
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effectively identified with random labeled graph match-
ing. However, the deficit of the random labeled graph
matching is extremely difficult detection of facial features
in a complex background.
Such face detection algorithms have been comparatively
tested thus far [7]. One of them, remarkably exploited in
recent computer vision, is a cascade of boosted classifiers
with Haar-like (HL) features, proposed by Viola and Jones
[8,9]. In the Viola-Jones algorithm, a set of weak classifiers
is used. A number of weak classifiers are singled out and
then organized into a cascade. Viola and Jones then suc-
ceeded to realize rapid face detection. Nevertheless, there
still remain challenging problems to solve, one of which
is the low detection performance problem when lower
resolution images [10] or occluded facial images are used.
In face recognition processing, not only a face detec-
tor as the preprocess of the face recognition but also the
face recognition itself is strongly significant. Many differ-
ent algorithms for face recognition were developed, some
of which must be well known as face recognition liter-
ature, called the elastic graph matching (EGM) [11-13]
or the elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) [14-16].
Their essential concept for effective facial identification
is the so-called dynamic link architecture [17,18] where
Gabor feature detectors establish dynamic projections of
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an undistorted graph to the elastic one. In the algorithm,
there seem to exist several demerits as follows: (1) topo-
logical feature-based representations’ complexity and (2)
the still difficult real-time process.
For the former, facial images are conventionally
expressed with full Gabor feature representations encom-
passing many different orientations and many different
spatial frequencies of the Gabor wavelet kernel [19]. This
can easily be expected to cause consuming time incre-
ments and high computational complexity, which make
the real-time process difficult. Many researchers have
been trying to solve such problems by using complex
wavelets [19], weighted sub-Gabor [20] wavelets, and sim-
plified Gabor wavelets [21]. However, most of the prob-
lems have not been solved. It is still questionable what
effective and efficient Gabor feature representations are.
Wolfrum et al. suggested a recurrent network model
for processing of both detection and identification of a
face on an input image [22]. The network model may
be very interesting, whose technical improvements are
furthermore requested toward practical applications. The
Viola-Jones algorithm for face detection is integrated with
the EGM algorithm for convenience [23,24]. Such an inte-
grated system may be good. However, it is better that a
face detection algorithm is established in the same con-
cept for the face recognition algorithm of the EGM.
For this purpose, the current urgent task is to progres-
sively develop an EGM-based face detection algorithm,
which has rapid and high correct detection abilities, com-
parable to the AdaBoost of the HL cascade type. The
final goal is to realize the real-time EGM. The achieve-
ment of the real-time EGM has so far been regarded to be
extremely difficult. In this work, we discuss how the real-
time process can be achieved, by using the simple image
processing technologies of the Gabor pyramid and weak
Gabor feature elimination.
In Section 1.2, we suggest a face detection algorithm
based on combinations of the EGM and image pyramids.
The overview of the face detection algorithm is shown in
Figure 1. We may call it the multi-scale EGM (MS-EGM).
In theMS-EGM, effective and efficient Gabor feature rep-
resentations are of essence when the conventional EGM
is improved with a Gabor wavelet-based pyramid [25,26].
This is mainly based on removal of the unnecessarily weak
Gabor feature as well as on reduction of the complexity
of the Gabor feature representation, preserving a critical
amount of the facial information. Both the removal and
reduction entirely simplify the system structure for face
detection. In particular, the elimination of the unnecessar-
ily weak Gabor feature is helpful for finding the desired
location on the input (I) image, which is highly similar
to model (M) facial representation. Thereafter, the EGM
effectively detects the optimal location taking the highest
similarity to the feature representation for the M face. It is
noticed that the elimination has an additional effect on the
reduction of computational cost for face detection. Natu-
rally, the same is for Gabor pyramid. Thus, the rapid face
detection is achieved, comparable to the AdaBoost type of
the HL features’ cascade included by default in OpenCV
2.0: haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml trained by Lienhart
and Maydt [27].
In Section 1.3, we test the capability of face detection for
the MS-EGM, in comparison with the one for the Viola-
Jones algorithm. At least, four datasets of BioID [28],
FERET [29], Caltech Faces [30], and AR Faces [31] are
employed. Finally, discussion and conclusion will be given
in Sections 1.4 and 2, respectively.
1.2 System design for face detection
A whole configuration for face detection in the MS-EGM
is shown in Figure 2. The system basically consists of the
preprocess for down-sampling and Gabor wavelet trans-
form (GWT) and the main process for face detection with
graph matching. The details about the preprecess and
main process in the MS-EGM algorithm will be explained
below.
1.2.1 Weak Gabor feature elimination
Let us explain preprocess for image I. Image I is rescaled
with a size of 60×60 pixels because the rescaled image
with less computational cost of Gabor filters is more help-
ful than the original size. It is then convolved with a family
of Gabor functions ψr(xI):
Jˆ Ir(xI) =
∫



















where F(x) represents a gray scale value at pixel x on I.
r (= 0, . . . , 7) is an orientation parameter. σ = 2π . The











, φr = π8 r. (3)
Both real and imaginary parts of the Gabor kernel are
shown in Figure 3. In general, we will have to extrapo-
late the values of some non-existing pixels during the filter
processing of the leftmost pixels of the image. In this work,
the constant border extrapolation method was employed
inOpenCV, letting us assume that all the non-existing pix-
els are zeros. The magnitude is used here as one of the
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Figure 1 An overview of the face detection process. An input (I) image is resized to 60×60 pixels while the model (M) image is down-sampled
from 60×60 pixels with a2s0 where s = 0, . . . , 5 and 0 < a0 < 1. The Gabor features are extracted from these images so that each filtered image M,
on which a square graph is set up, scans over image I to calculate similarities between them. A similarity map pyramid is then formed to select
several candidate locations that can be expected as highly similar to the M feature representation. Finally, the EGM for each candidate is pursued to
single out the most likely location.
Here J Ir(xI) is subject to a threshold condition for elimi-
nation of the weak response:
J Ir(xI) =
{
0 if J Ir(xI) < ,
J Ir(xI) else
. (5)
Figure 4 demonstrates Gabor features before and after
the weak response elimination. The Gabor features seem
to have no clear difference. However, the weak response
Figure 2 A flow chart of the MS-EGM for face detection.
Preprocesses for images I and M are done with down-sampling and
GWT. In the main process, an undistorted graph for each scale s is
scanned over the whole I image for finding several candidate
positions. The elastic graph is matched for detecting the most likely
position in the candidates. The detailed procedure of this method will
be described in the following section.
elimination importantly influences to face detection per-
formance. The reasonable explanation will be given in the
next section.
1.2.2 Gabor wavelet-based pyramid
In the next preprocess for theM facial image (Figure 2), we
employ an image of the average face of German men cre-
ated by a face generator [32]. The reason why the average
face image is employed will be discussed in Section 1.4.
The original size of image M is A0 = 60 × 60 pix-
els (Figure 5). The image is down-sampled with as0 (s =
0, . . . , 5), called the Ms. a0 = 0.85. As = 60×60×as0 ×as0.
The image Ms is convoluted with a family of Gabor func-
tions, analogous to the preprocess for image I. This image
Figure 3 Gabor kernels. (a) Real and (b) imaginary parts. The size of
the Gaussian window is 25×25 pixels.
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Figure 4 Gabor feature representations with and without the
weak response elimination ( = 0 and  = 5). For each
threshold, the four of eight orientations are shown here after
convolutions of image I were resized to 60×60 pixels.
processing, which has been widely known, is called as the
Gabor wavelet-based pyramid (GWP). The Gabor feature
is thus extracted, which takes one vector form consist-
ing of eight orientation components JMsr (x), where r =
0, . . . , 7.
Figure 5 Amodel facial image with 60×60 pixels, called the M0.
Gabor features are extracted for nodes of a square graph without any
vertexes on image M0. A color band displayed on a node represents
the magnitude of the Gabor feature J¯M0 as its normalization all over
nodes.
A square graph of (n×n−4) nodes without any vertexes
is set on each resolution image Ms, letting the position of
each node be ps. Here n (=5) is the number of full nodes
on a row and a column of the square graph. The graph is
depicted in Figure 5. The reason why we removed these
vertexes is that the MS-EGM has a risk that a correct
detection rate declines with unnecessary Gabor feature for
the vertex.
Let us briefly discuss the advantages of the use of
the GWP, in comparison with the Gaussian pyramid
employed in scale invariant feature transform (SIFT)
[33,34], because there are two common points between
the utilities of the GWP and Gaussian pyramid. One
is the reduction of computational cost for the fil-
ters with sub-sampling images while the other is scale
invariance.
The remarkable difference is the feature representa-
tion for a face. Because there is no orientation parameter
on the Gaussian feature representation, the SIFT must
be incorporated with additional representations such as
histogram-of-oriented gradient (HoG) features [35,36].
Such duplicate feature representations for an image give
rise to extremely high computational complexity and cost,
although the SIFT with the HoG feature may be a logically
sophisticate algorithm.
The multi-scaled Gabor feature is more abundant in
facial representations, compared to the Gaussian feature.
This indicates that such abundant facial representations
on the Gabor feature can easily identify a location of the
face on image I, which takes the highest similarity to fea-
ture representations of imageM. This is shown in the next
section, by creating a similarity map of image M for each
size onto image I. One can see that higher similarity areas
are predicted to correspond to locations of the face mean-
while the low similarities are regarded as the background.
In any case, we herein address that an additional merit
in the Gabor wavelet-based pyramid is the less computa-
tional complexity for an image information preserved in
feature representations.
1.2.3 Face detection process
We shall proceed to the main process for face detection
in Figure 2. The main process is basically carried out by
EGM with a cost function Es consisting of the similarity
term ess(xI) and the elastic term eds (xI)
















































where ess(xI) represents summation of the similarities of
the Gabor feature at xI on image I to the one at node ps.
In Equation 7, let us assume that the similarity is 0 when
the norm equals 0 with the weak Gabor response elimina-
tion. Gs is a set of nodes on the graph. eds (xI) represents
the elasticity of the graph on image I. λd is a constant
parameter for the graph elasticity. λd = 0.05, except for
obtaining a similarity map Es(xI) when λd = 0. G′s is a set
of nearest neighbor nodes p′s for ps. DMsps,p′s and D
I
xI,p′s are
the Euclidean distance between nodes ps (or xI) and p′s on
the graph of imageMs (or I). AMsps,p′s and A
I
xI,p′s take one vec-
tor form consisting of four elements. Each element is an
angle between two nearest neighbors on each quadrant,
centered at ps.
This face detection process is also split into two sub-
processes: The first sub-process is undistorted graph
matching with λd = 0, in which each node ps links to
full pixels on I to produce a similarity map of J I to JMs at
each scale s. The local maximum positions on the map are
then picked up as candidate locations of a face on I, whose
feature representations closely resemble the Ms feature
representations. The second is the real EGM with a finite
λd to find the position taking the highest similarity in the
candidates and, at the same time, to choose the most likely
relative size of I to M.
Select candidate positions In the first sub-process, the
upper left of imageMs, on which the graph is being set up,
is firstly fitted to the one of I. Ms is repeatedly scanned to
the right for each row on I. Then, the scan ends when the
lower right of Ms arrives at the one of I (Figure 6a). As a
result of the scan, we can observe a similarity map at each
size of M image (see Figure 6b). Figure 7a shows one of
the similarity maps of ess(xI) obtained by scanningM4 over
image I of Figure 6b.
We select some candidates that can be expected as a
face position. Let the candidate position xcsI be defined
as the center of the corresponding area with size As and
label cs. The candidate position is the local maximum on
the similarity map, satisfied by a gradient condition when
all differences of the xcsI to its nearest neighbors xneI take
positive:
ess(xcsI ) − ess(xneI ) > 0. (9)
The candidates cs are furthermore confined to two or
three c′s at each scale s under an overlap condition. The
overlap condition is defined as follows: Let the candidate
positions x1I and x2I be close to each other. Let the size
of an area O1 overlapping x1I and x2I be AO1 (Figure 8).
If [AO1/As]> 0.5 and ess(x1I ) − ess(x2I ) > 0, the candidate
x2I should be ruled out. The selected candidate pixel is
depicted with a black square on the similarity map as
shown in Figure 7a.
We herein notice that the candidate confinement is nat-
urally done for the sake of achievements of the rapid face
detection processing. One can see that computational cost
for the following EGM is increased with the increment of
the candidate number.
Find themost likely position In the second sub-process,
the EGM for each candidate position xc
′
s
I is pursued for
obtaining the maximum value of the cost function Ec
′
ss .
Each node on image I, which corresponds to node pc
′
ss
of the square graph Ms, surveys an optimal pixel pIs tak-
ing a maximum of the cost function Ec
′
ss within a search
region R:
pIs = maxxI∈R {E
c′ss (xI)}, (10)
where R is a set of pixels that can be picked up in a square
with the size of (2q + 1) × (2q + 1), centered at the pixel
corresponding to pc
′
ss . q = 4. Figure 9 shows achievement
of the distorted graph on one candidate extracted from
image I.
Finally, the optimal pixel xmI is singled out with the max-
imum operation of all candidates c′s, which must be the









Here let C be a set of candidates c′s.
1.3 Face detection ability tests
We test a face detection ability of the MS-EGM, using
four different databases of BioID [28], FERET [29], Cal-
tech Faces [30], and AR Faces [31], compared to an
AdaBoost type of the HL cascade face detector mentioned
in Section 1.1. Both face detectors can process on the
following computer configuration: Intel Core i5-2410M
Processor (2.30 GHz ×2, TurboBoost 2.90 GHz, hyper-
threading, TDP 35W), RAM 4 GB, Windows 7 Home
Premium SP1 64 bit.
We assume that correct detection can be defined
when the eyes are located in three fifths from the top
of the resulting square area (as shown in the silhou-
ette part of Figure 10a) whereas the incorrect detection
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Figure 6 A scan scheme and a similarity map pyramid. (a) A scan scheme for each size of the M image in calculations of similarity maps. (b) A
similarity map pyramid. Each similarity map is calculated by scanning each graph on M with 60×60, 51×51, 43×43, 37×37, 31×31, and 27×27
(pixels) on I.
means that the eyes’ position is out of the upper area
(Figure 10b).
Essential mechanisms on ascending face detection per-
formance will be fundamentally explained, using the
BioID database. With the databases of FERET and Cal-
tech Faces, we will verify that the MS-EGM face detector
has a detection ability, comparable to the AdaBoost HL
cascade. In the test using Caltech Faces, robustness for
occluded face images will be indicated. Using the AR
Faces database containing many occluded face images, it
will be shown that the MS-EGM must be predominant
over the AdaBoost HL cascade, in terms of occlusions.
The final face detection performance result is shown in
Table 1.
We notice that we employ only one competing method
of the AdaBoost type of the HL cascade. This is because
there remain a lot of improvements such as Gabor fea-
ture extraction with fast Fourier transform (FFT). Thus,
we decided that after improving more the MS-EGM, we
should test the detection ability, using the other databases
that were not employed in this work.
1.3.1 Weak Gabor response elimination
We see how face detection performance varies with
changes of the threshold . When  = 0 with-
out removals of any infinitesimal convolutions, we have
obtained the detection rate, 96.8%. For  = 2.5, the cor-
rect detection rate slightly increases to 97.5%. Neverthe-
less, the Gabor filters seem to be unaffected by designed
operations of the threshold Figure 3. At  = 5, the detec-
tion rate rises approximately up to 97.6%. However, it
starts descending when the threshold further increases
(see Table 2).
We will explain the reason why a face detection per-
formance increases with eliminations of the weak compo-
nents in the Gabor feature. Firstly, let us consider the case
for  = 0. We can find several pixels in the unwanted
area on image I (Figure 11a), which take the relatively high
similarities to theMGabor features (Figure 11c). Next, let-
ting the threshold  = 5 be given, some of the elements
exhibiting weak responses in I Gabor features should be
reset to 0. Correspondingly, the relatively high similari-
ties are replaced to the lower values (Figure 11d) such that
Figure 7 The results for one of the similarity maps. (a) Similarities e4s are calculated by scanning a model graph M4 all over image I. A color band
represents values of e4s . (b) The I image of a face with a background is resized to 60×60 pixels.
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Figure 8 An overlap condition to determine the candidate
position. The silhouette part with a size of AO1 is the one overlapping
two pre-candidate areas centered at x1I and x
2
I . Numerals on the
bottom left are values of the similarity.
a desired pixel can be easily found on image I as shown
in Figure 11b. This is also supposed to be important to
accurately find a location of the face on image I. Finally,
we mention an additional advantage of elimination of the
weak Gabor response. In Table 2, consuming times in the
case with setting of the threshold are reduced, compared
to the case without setting.
1.3.2 Requirement of EGM
We may suppose that the MS-EGM does not need the
EGM process (which means that the most likely position
Figure 9 Achievement of face detection. The EGM is computed
after finding one candidate position, which is expected to be like the
model feature representation.
is specified only by taking maximum in the candidates).
This is, however, apparently false because the detection
rate decreases from 97.6% to 96.0% (see Table 3). It has
been shown that the local maximum of the similarity map
is just a signpost to find the optimal position meanwhile
the EGM is one of the necessary factors for detecting the
most likely position.
1.3.3 Occlusion
We test detection abilities with other databases of the
FERET and Caltech Faces. For the FERET, we have found
that our system is almost comparable to the AdaBoost HL
cascade. In the Caltech Faces, the AdaBoost HL cascade
shows higher detection performance than our MS-EGM,
which wins against the AdaBoost HL cascade, in terms
of process speed. In the Caltech Faces, there are also
some occluded face images. The AdaBoost HL cascade
could not correctly detect the occluded faces whereas our
MS-EGM did it very well.
Then, we tested the detection ability with the use of
the AR Faces database. The AR Faces database was made
by Computer Vision Center at Universitat Autonoma de
Barcelona (UAB). It contains the images of 126 people (70
men and 56 women), where there are frontal faces with
different facial expressions, illumination conditions, and
occlusions (sunglasses and scarfs).
In Table 1, the AdaBoost HL cascade obtained 90%while
our MS-EGM achieved a higher performance, 97%. For
the average consuming time with the AR Faces database,
the HL cascade costs less consuming time than our MS-
EGM. The reason that the HL cascade can cost less
consuming time is that the background of the occluded
images is blank.
We consider why our MS-EGM can get a higher correct
face detection rate than the AdaBoost HL cascade. In the
AdaBoost HL cascade, incorrect detection mostly occurs
with images of a face occluded with sunglasses or scarfs.
This is due to that any suitable HL features, selected by
the AdaBoost within a search window, can never fit the
sunglasses nor the scarfs. Meanwhile in the MS-EGM, the
graph is distorted on the sunglasses or the scarfs, with a
unique property of the EGM, ‘topological preservation.’
However, the topologically distorted feature representa-
tion can still be recognized as the feature representation
for a model face for achieving face detection, as shown in
Figure 12.
1.4 Discussion
In this work, we have proposed the MS-EGM that should
be worthy of comparison to the detection ability of the
AdaBoost HL cascade. However, we still have to improve
more the MS-EGM to integrate multi-face detection
because the AdaBoost HL cascade could detect multi-
objects. Also, the MS-EGM may still be requested for
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Figure 10 Definition of face detection. Correct detection (a) and incorrect detection (b) show that the eyes are in and out of the three fifths from
the top, respectively.
higher performance for the sake of its effective works
in the real world. So, it would be necessary for us to
inspect the causes of false detection in the experiments or
drawbacks in our system.
The false detection was done mostly by detecting back-
grounds. One reason for background detections is the
square graph-based feature representation. As shown in
Figure 1, most of the grids are located around fiducial
points on the face, like eyebrows, eyes, lips, and facial
edge. Such square graph-based feature representations
are significantly sensitive to linear edges in the back-
grounds. Indeed, they take higher similarities to repre-
sentations for linear edges, compared to the facials. The
square graph-based feature representations also induce
misrecognition in that that our system recognizes the
round necks and lips as the lips and eyes, respectively.
In order to solve such misrecognition problems, it is bet-
ter to use a face graph, instead of a square graph. This
is because face graph-based feature representations can
be distinguished against the background and may reduce
misrecognition.
The other cause for misdetection is that the size of the
input face cannot be identified because it is unfitted to any
sizes of down-sampling model faces. So, if another size of
the model face is additionally prepared, our system can
more easily detect the suitable size of the input face. It can
thus expect to increase the detection rate. However, we
have to be aware of the trade-off between computational
costs and the number of themodel face size to be prepared
because an increase of face size number causes to take a
longer process time. Then, we will have to find the optimal
parameter such as the number of sizes and so on.
In order to increase the correct detection rate, it would
be beneficial to employ not only the eyes but also other
fiducial points such as the nose. As mentioned above, our
face detection system with the square graph tends to mis-
recognize the lip to be the eyes. This indicates that the
obtained square for face detection tends to be positioned
below the eyes. The correct detection can be defined again
if a silhouette part in the obtained square involves both the
eyes and nose or only the nose. Since, in this redefinition,
the nose in the silhouette part compensates for incorrect
detection even though the eyes are out of the silhouette
part, it can be expected to reducemisrecognition and then
further increase the correct detection rate.
In this work, we employed only one competing method
of the AdaBoost type of the HL cascade. We suppose
that it is interesting to compare our MS-EGM with other
methods of face detection such as SIFT. In the SIFT, the
main functionalities are thought as follows: (1) to find
key points to create features invariant to scale and rota-
tion and (2) to create HoG feature representations from
the key points. Such functionalities are preprocesses for
face/object detection. So, in order to compare the SIFT
with our MS-EGM, we will have to more actively discuss
the following: (1) how to make feature representations for
Table 1 Comparative performance evaluation for face detection
Database Total image Image MS-EGM MS-EGM AdaBoost HL AdaBoost HL
number size (pixels) rate time cascade rate cascade times
BioID 1,521 384×286 97.6 37 96.2 36
FERET 2,963 256×384 99.3 67 99.8 62
Caltech Faces 450 896×592 97.8 52 99.1 178
AR Faces 3,262 128×128 98.0 55 90.4 7
A correct face detection rate ( % ) and the average consuming time (ms) per one image for the MS-EGM (with = 5) and AdaBoost HL feature cascade, respectively.
They are calculated with BioID, FERET, Caltech Faces, and AR Faces.
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Table 2 Face detection performance for different thresholds






Changes of a correct face detection rate ( % ) and the average consuming time (ms).
With threshold () operations in the MS-EGM, using BioID.
amodel face and (2) how to establish thematching process
for detection with SIFT-based feature representations.
Such discussions will give us insights into improvements
of our MS-EGM.
In addition, the model image in ourMS-EGM algorithm
was down-sampled, in a different way from the SIFT. This
can be predicted to cause more efficient scale invariance.
When the optimal scale correspondence is to be consid-
ered in a Gabor pyramid in the MS-EGM, thus, it can
expect to highly identify the size of a face on image I.
At least, in the real-time face detection demonstration
(not shown here), the MS-EGM is robust to illumina-
tion and distortion. In the future, introducing the rota-
tion invariance [37,38] into our MS-EGM, we develop a
more accurate face detection system that can easily detect
the face when putting the head on one side. Also, it is
interesting to use the face graph, instead of the square
graph.
The deficits in our current algorithm are constraints to
the down-sampled size of a model face and the incor-
rect detection on much lower resolution images. These
are closely related to the Gabor kernel size of 25×25
pixels employed in our system. In the current algorithm
for convolution with the Gabor filter, if we use images
Figure 11 Finding candidate regions on image I using imageM5 (a, b) and similarity maps (c, d). (a, c) = 0. (b, d) = 5. In similarity
maps, a black square shows the local maximum pixel. Numerals at the lower left inside the square are the local maximum values.
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Table 3 Effects of EGM on correct face detection
Database With EGM With EGM Without EGM Without EGM
rate time rate time
BioID 97.6 37 96.1 12
Caltech Faces 97.1 52 96.6 21
Differences of a correct face detection rate ( % ) and the average consuming
time (ms) per one image. With/without EGMs in the MS-EGM ( = 5.0), using
BioID and Caltech Faces.
smaller than 25×25 pixels, we will need to implement
extrapolation methods such as the replicated border and
the constant one to cover additional pixels outside the
images. However, even if such extrapolation methods are
implemented into our current algorithm, it is still unclear
whether or not our system can have better detection
performance. This is because we do not ensure whether
or not appropriately desired convoluted values are com-
puted.
The MS-EGM face detector developed in this work
saves a critical amount of information for a face but suc-
ceeds to remove the complexity of feature representation
as possible as we can. The HoG features, which are, in
recent years, used frequently for being incorporated with
the SIFT, encompass all information around the local,
which most probably contains the undesired information.
Such information causes increments of computational
cost. After all, computational costs increased by dealing
with the undesired information have to be reduced.
However, our system has realized rapid and high face
detection performance without easygoing supports of the
CPU power, taking into account the following points:
improvements of Gabor feature representation, namely
removals of complexity and noise on the representa-
tions. In particular, removing the weak Gabor responses
has almost never been done as far as we know. It was
shown that weak Gabor responses in high-resolution
satellite images were removed with Otsu’s thresholding
method [39] in order to find edges of buildings [40].
Effects of such removals on detection or on recogni-
tion were not yet discussed. Meanwhile, we have found
that it is a significantly effective technique for increas-
ing the probability of correct detection. In the future, it
may be more interesting to apply the weak Gabor feature
elimination into the EGM or EBGM algorithm for visual
object/face recognition.
It is also interesting for us to implement MS-EGM into
a digital hardware circuit. This is because the EGM in
our face detection algorithm is developed by modifying
the EGM for face recognition improved into the digital
hardware [41]. It can also expect that the EGM-specific
integrated circuit will be developed for parallel process-
ing for detection and recognition of a face. Such a system
must be definitely compact and simplified, compared to
the system integrated with several individual functions.
In this work, image I was resampled to 60×60 pixels
because of reduction of computational cost of the Gabor
filter for the original size. The resampling to 64×64 pixels
would be better rather than that to 60×60 pixels if we con-
sider the extraction of GW features using the FFT. How-
ever, taking current computer performances into account,
it can be expected that both cases of 64×64 pixels and
60×60 pixels obtain almost the same speed such that both
cases can realize real-time performance of EGM.
Rather, we have to be aware that there is still one prob-
lem about a down-sampled scaling factor in the Gabor
pyramid. One of the merits to use the Gabor pyramid is
the optimal scale correspondence, which provides us the
best trade-off between spatial resolution and frequency
resolution. Nevertheless, we did not care of the optimal
scale correspondence but only how the EGM is realized
in the real-time process. As the next step, we will have
to reconsider the correct scale for finding the best trade-
off. This allows us to realize the additional functionality of
Figure 12 Face detection results with the images occluded with (a) sunglasses and (b) scarf.
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the scale invariance. We can establish the EGM system for
face detection, independent of facial sizes of the input.
Finally, we discuss the reason to employ an image of the
average face for German. We will have to be aware that
the core target in our work is to develop the algorithm
for parallel processing for detection and recognition of a
face within the framework of the EBGM. In the EBGM,
topologically the same face graphs are prepared for dif-
ferent identities in the M domain. Such different face
graphs stored in the M domain recognize or identify the
corresponding face on image I. Assuming that such an
EBGM-based algorithm for face recognition is integrated
with our algorithm for face detection in the future, an
average face imagemust be better to use, rather than using
several different face graphs or one identifiable face image.
In this work, using an average face image for Germanmen,
we have found extra tasks, one of which is how racial and
gender differences affect the face detection ability of our
MS-EGM. This also implies that our MS-EGM algorithm
proposed here is expected to further develop.
2 Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed the MS-EGM as a face
detector, improving two following formulae in the con-
ventional EGM: The first is to use a Gabor wavelet-based
pyramid. This effectively reduces not only computational
costs for Gabor filtering but also computational com-
plexity for feature representation, preserving the image
information about the model face. The second is elim-
ination of the weak Gabor feature extracted for image
I. This facilitates an accuracy of the Gabor feature sim-
ilarity computations as unexpected. The MS-EGM can
thus be capable of rapid face detection processing while
achieving a high rate, comparable to the AdaBoost HL
feature cascade. We have shown that the MS-EGM has
strong robustness to the image of a face occluded with
sunglasses and scarfs because of topologically preserved
feature representations.
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